Interdependenceand power:
a conceptual analysis
David A. Baldwin

Priorityin the use of a novel meaningof a term is no cause for pride;in
fact it betraysa lack of "terminologicaldiscipline" and a want of linguisticinventiveness-for when a writercreatesor modifies a concepthe
ought also to coin a new word to denote it, rather than corrupt the
languageand spreadconfusion.'
The concept of dependence-mutual or otherwise-in world politics has
stimulateda lively scholarlycontroversyduringthe last decade. Some view it
as helpful in explainingthe distributionof power in the world,2while others
condemnit as an "unhelpful"and "misleading"analyticalcategory.3Many
scholarscomplainabout the lack of conceptualclarity,4and some even deny
An earlier version of this paper was delivered at the Eleventh World Congress of the International Political Science Association, Moscow, U.S.S.R., 12-18 August 1979. The author would
like to express his appreciation for the helpful comments provided by Michael Banks, Richard
Joseph, Robert 0. Keohane, Nancy Marion, Roger Masters, Felix Oppenheim, Robert
Packenham, James Rosenau, Bernard Segal, and Oran Young.
I Fritz Machlup, Essays on Economic Semantics (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963),
p. 12.
2 Robert 0.
Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, "World Politics and the International Economic
System," in The Future of the International Economic System, ed. C. Fred Bergsten (Lexington,
Mass.: Lexington Books, 1973), pp. 121-25; Robert 0. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Power and
Interdependence: World Politics in Transition (Boston: Little, Brown, 1977), pp. 3-19.
3 Sanjaya Lall, "Is 'Dependence' a Useful Concept in Analysing Underdevelopment?" World
Development 3 (November 1975): 808.
4 Richard Rosecrance and Arthur Stein, "Interdependence: Myth or Reality?" World Politics
26 (October 1973): 2; Richard Rosecrance et al., "Whither Interdependence?" International
Organization 31 (Summer 1977): 425-26; James A. Caporaso, "Dependence, Dependency, and
Power in the Global System: A Structural and Behavioral Analysis," International Organization
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that thereis any generallyaccepteddefinitionof the term.5 The purposeof this
essay is to examine the concept of dependence, to clarify it through explication,to considerrecentconceptualdistinctionsin analyticaland historical
perspective,and to address the question of whether "dependence"can be
treatedas part of a largerfamily of social scienceconceptssometimescalled
"powerterms."
It is importantto be clear as to what this essay is about, but it is equally
important to understandwhat it is not about. It does not offer empirical
observationsas to whether dependenceor interdependenceis increasingor
decreasing.It does not offer normativeobservationsas to whetherdependence
or interdependenceis "good" or "bad." And it is not an attempt either to
refute or to understanddependenciatheoryas recentlyformulatedby certain
LatinAmericanscholars.6
Conceptualanalysis:orderor anarchy?
This essay is an exercisein conceptualanalysis.It is an attemptto clarify
and explicatethe concept of dependenceand relatedconcepts, such as "interdependence"and "dependency."It offers no new definition, no theoryof
interdependence,and no new technique of measurement.I am aware that
some would deny the worth of such an undertakingand dismissit as "mere
semantics"or "pure logomachy."The advancementof knowledge,however,
dependson the abilityof scholarsto communicatewith one another;and clear
conceptsseem to help. If one is to theorizeabout interdependenceor attempt
to measureit, the essentialfirst step is a clearconceptualizationof the nature
of interdependence.As Felix Oppenheimhas argued, "the elucidationof the
languageof politicalscienceis by no meansan idle exercisein semantics,but in
many instancesa most effectiveway to solve substantiveproblemsof political
research."7
32 (Winter 1978): 13 ff; Robert Solomon with Anne Gault, The Interdependence of Nations: An
Agenda for Research, A Report to the National Science Foundation (December 1977), p. 6; and
Robert 0. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Jr., "International Interdependence and Integration," in
Handbook of Political Science, eds. Fred I. Greenstein and Nelson W. Polsby (Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley, 1975), Vol. 8: International Politics, p. 368.
5 Hayward R. Alker, Jr., Lincoln P. Bloomfield, and Nazli Choucri, Analyzing Global Interdependence, 4 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.: Center for International Studies, M.I.T., 1974), vol. 1:
A nalytical Perspectives and Policy Implications, p. 2.
6 For discussions primarily concerned with understanding Latin American usage, see Caporaso,
pp. 13-43; Raymond D. Duvall, "Dependence and Dependencia Theory: Notes Toward Precision
of Concept and Argument," International Organization 32 (Winter 1978): 51-78; and C. Richard
Bath and Dilmus D. James, "Dependency Analysis of Latin America: Some Criticisms, Some
Suggestions," Latin American Research Review 11 (Fall, 1976): 3-54.
' Felix E. Oppenheim, "The Language of Political Inquiry: Problems of Clarification," in
Handbook of Political Science, ed. Fred I. Greenstein and Nelson W. Polsby (Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley, 1975), vol. 1: Political Science: Scope and Theory, p. 284. See also Machlup, pp.
3-6.
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Conceptualanalysis presupposesguidelines or "rules of the game" in
termsof whichsuch undertakingsmay be judged. The idea that anyoneis free
to definetermsarbitrarily,withoutexplanationor justification,is anathemato
conceptualanalysis.The "rules" or "guidelines"underlyingthe analysisthat
follows are drawnfrom threedisparateyet surprisinglycompatiblesources-a
nineteenth-centurypolitical economist (Thomas Malthus),8 a twentiethcenturyeconomist(FritzMachlup),9and a twentieth-century
politicalscientist
(FelixOppenheim).'?
Writingin 1827, Malthusnoted that the tendencyof differentwritersto
attributedifferent meaningsto the same terms had given rise to complaints
about "differencesof opinion among political economists." As a corrective
to this situation,he offered four rulesfor "guidancein definingand applying
the terms used in the science of political economy." These rules are as
deservingof attentionby politicaleconomiststoday as theywerethen, perhaps
more so. First: When terms "which are of daily occurrencein the common
conversationof educatedpersons"are employed,they should be defined "so
as to agreewith the sense in whichthey are understoodin this ordinaryuse of
them." Second: When common usage does not suffice, "the next best
authorityis that of some of the most celebratedwritersin the science, particularlyif any one of them has, by common consent, been consideredas a
principalfounder of it."'"1 Third: Recognizingthat changes in meaningare
sometimesjustifiable,Malthusproposedthat "the alterationproposedshould
not only removethe immediateobjectionswhich may have been made to the
termsas before applied, but should be shown to be free from other equal or
greaterobjections, and on the whole be obviouslymore useful in facilitating
the explanationand improvementof the science. A change which is always
itself an evil, can alone be warrantedby superiorutility taken in the most
enlargedsense." Fourth: "Any new definitionsadoptedshould be consistent
withthose whichare allowedto remain."' 2
AlthoughI find Malthus'ruleseminentlysensibleand as applicablenow as
then, others may prefer the more modern criteria for evaluatingconcepts
presented by Oppenheim in the Handbook of Political Science:13 First: Con'Rev. T. R. Malthus, Definitions in Political Economy, preceded by An Inquiry into the Rules
Which Ought to Guide Political Economists in the Definition and Use of Their Terms; with
Remarks on the Deviations from these Rules in their Writings(London: John Murray, 1827).
9 Machlup, pp. 3-6 et passim.
10 Oppenheim, pp. 283-335.
" It is a fair inference that Malthus had Adam Smith in mind here. The contemporary relevance
is illustrated by Albert 0. Hirschman's contention that "no one has yet given a better picture of
'dependence on trade' than Adam Smith." National Power and the Structure of Foreign Trade
(Berkeley: University of California, 1945), p. 73.
12 All quotes in this paragraph are from Malthus, pp. 1-7. Alfred Marshall shared Malthus'
view that economics should "conform itself to the familiar terms of every-day life, and so far as
possible must use them as they are commonly used." [Principles of Economics, 2 vols., 2d ed.
(London: Macmillan, 1891), 1: 103.]
13 Oppenheim, pp. 297-309.
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cepts should be operationalin the broadestsense, althoughthis should not be
interpretedas requiringquantification.Second:Conceptsthat establishdefinitional connectionswith other termsare to be preferred.Third:Conceptsthat
draw attention to theoreticallyimportantaspects of the subject matter that
might easily be overlooked are desirable.Fourth: Concepts should not preclude empiricalinvestigationby makingtrue "by definition" what had better
be left open to empiricalinquiry.Fifth: Conceptsshould remainreasonably
close to ordinary language. "Ordinary language," however, does not
necessarilymean the way most people would define the term, but ratherthe
"set of rules they implicitlyfollow when applying it to a given situation."
Sixth: The meaning of concepts should be "open" in the sense that the
possibilityof changeis nevercompletelyruledout.
The various criteria suggested by Malthus and Oppenheim will be
discussedlater with referenceto recentscholarlytreatmentsof dependence.'4
For now it suffices to point out that Machlup,Malthus, and Oppenheimall
agree that, ceterisparibus, deviations from common usage are undesirable
characteristicsin scientificconcepts and that such deviationscall for careful
explanation and justification. Special care in discussing the nature and
methods of conceptual analysis prior to examining the concept of interdependenceis in order because much of the recent scholarlywork on internationaland transnationaldependencefails to satisfythe criteriaarticulated
by eitherMalthusor Oppenheim.
What follows is an explicationof the concept of dependencein its most
general and fundamentalsense. It should be noted at the outset that some
would denythat explicationof a genericconceptof dependenceservesa useful
analytic purpose.'5Since the argumentsfor and against this position were
cogentlystatedin RobertDahl's classicarticleon "The Conceptof Power,"'16
thereis no need to repeatthem here. Dahl soughtto capturethe basic intuitive
notion of powerin the samesensethat this essaywill pursuethe basic intuitive
notion of dependencethat underliesdiscussionsof dependence,dependency,
interdependence,or independence.Thus, referencesto concepts of dependence in the following discussionare meant to apply, mutatis mutandis, to
theserelatedtermsas well.
To favor the elucidationof general abstractconcepts of power or dependence, however, does not commit one to the view that discussionsof actual
power or dependencerelations should be carried on at very high levels of
14 In view of recent suggestions by Caporaso and Duvall that a clear distinction be drawn between the concepts of dependence and dependency, it should be noted that such a distinction is not
employed in this essay for reasons that will be explained later. Unless otherwise indicated,
treatments of dependence, independence, interdependence, autonomy, and dependency are
regarded as falling within the same general field of inquiry. As used here, the term
"interdependence" always refers to "mutual dependence."
15 Caporaso, p. 18; Edward L. Morse, "Transnational Economic Processes," International
Organization 25 (Summer 1971): 382; Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Enzo Faletto, Dependency
and Development in Latin America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979), pp. xii-xiii.
16 Robert A. Dahl, "The Concept of Power," Behavioral Science 2 (July 1957): 201-15, esp. p.
214. See also, Oppenheim, pp. 283 ff.
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abstraction.It is not illogicalto advocatethat a clearlydefinedgenericconcept
of power (or dependence)be used to develop low- and/or medium-level
generalizationsratherthan highly abstractones.'7 In short, there is a differencebetweendefininga conceptand applyingit.
The conceptof dependence:1568-1968
Conventionalusage is a basic referencepoint for evaluatingscientific
conceptsaccordingto Malthus,Machlup,and Oppenheim.In explicatingthe
concept of dependence,the single most important question concerns conventionalusage. Both the everydayusage by laymenand traditionalscholarly
usagewill be examined.Sinceinternationaland transnationaldependenceis of
particularinterest to the writer and likely readers of this essay, particular
attentionwill be devotedto usagein the contextof worldaffairs.
Commonusage
RaymondDuvall providesa useful discussionof the two basic meanings
of "dependence"in ordinarylanguage.'8On the one hand, "dependence"is
used in a causalsense to referto situationsin which an effect is contingenton
or conditionedby somethingelse. Keohaneand Nye are apparentlyreferring
to this usage when they note that "in commonparlance,dependencemeansa
state of being determinedor significantlyaffected by externalforces."'9 On
the other hand, "dependence" is also used to refer to a relationshipof
subordinationin which one thing is supportedby somethingelse or must rely
upon somethingelse for fulfillment of a need. It is apparentlythis second
meaningthat Caporasorefersto as "the familiar,commonsense"usageof the
term.20
Duvall points out that the two basic meanings of "dependence"
correspond to the distinction often made between "sensitivity interdependence"and "vulnerabilityinterdependence."2' Whereas the first
17 The arguments for a contextual approach to power analysis consist largely of spelling out the
implications of the absence of a political counterpart to money. See David A. Baldwin, "Money
and Power," Journal of Politics 33 (August 1971): 578-614; and "Power Analysis and World
Politics: New Trends versus Old Tendencies," WorldPolitics 31 (January 1979): 161-94.
18 Duvall, pp. 61-68.
19
Power and Interdependence, p. 8.
20 Caporaso, pp. 18-19, 24. See also, Ramsay Muir, The Interdependent World and Its Problems (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1933), p. 1; and Kenneth Waltz, Theory of International Politics
(Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1979), p. 143.
21 Duvall, pp. 62-63. Although it is customary to attribute the distinction between "sensitivity"
and "vulnerability" interdependence to Keohane and Nye ["World Politics and the International
Economic System"] the distinction is also found in an earlier article by Kenneth Waltz ["The
Myth of Interdependence" in The International Corporation, ed. Charles Kindleberger (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1970), p. 210.]
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meaningimplies mere contingency,the second implies need fulfillmentthat
wouldbe costlyto forego.
Duvall's discussionnotes that the two basic meaningsof "dependence"
can be traced back for several centuries. Although Duvall offers no
documentationfor this, his assertionsare compatiblewith the OxfordEnglish
Dictionary.22 Perusalof the OED, however,furnishesadditionalcluesrelating
to usage in different contexts. The preponderanceof referencesto world
affairs pertainto the second meaning.23The OED providesexamplesof the
second meaning with regard to "depend," "dependence," "dependency,"
and "dependent." In every case examples concerningworld affairs are inreferenceto "the effect
cluded.Especiallynoteworthyis a seventeenth-century
of dependingupon forraignCountriesfor Hemps," a referencecomparablein
meaning and context to contemporarydiscussionsof "vulnerabilitydependence." Neitherthe concept of vulnerabilitydependencenor its usage in the
context of world affairs is new. If the OED is taken as an authority,it would
appearthat this second meaningof "dependence"is more conventionalthan
the firstin discussionsof worldpoliticsand economics.
Scholarlyusage:general
Scholarlyusage, of course, sometimesdivergesfrom that of the layman;
therefore, conventionsamong scholars should be considered.Conventional
treatmentsby economists and internationalrelations scholars are of most
direct relevance to internationaland transnationaldependence. Scholarly
discussionsdo not alwaysexplicitlystate a definitionof "dependence,"thus
leavingthe readertwo basic strategiesfor determiningwhat the authorhas in
mind. First, one might reasonablyassume that failure to provide an explicit
definitionindicatesthat the authoris followingcommonusage, in which case
the previousdiscussionsuggeststhat the second meaningis the more likely.
Second, one can look for contextual clues. Since both basic meanings of
"dependence"involve influencein its broadestsense, it is not much help to
look for wordslike "affect,' ''change," "influence," "impinge," "induce,"
or "cause." The crucialdifferencebetweenthe first and second meaningof
"dependence"has to do with the ease of breakingthe relationship;"sen22 A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1897). (Also
known as the Oxford English Dictionary, and hereafter cited as OED.) Cf. E. Littre, Dictionnaire
de la Langue Francaise (Paris: Librairie Hachette, 1883). Similar dependency terminology exists in
English, Italian, French, and Spanish and can be traced back to the same Latin roots. Usage of the
term in a political context to refer to relations in which one actor relies upon another for fulfillment of a need, a usage suggesting subjection or subordination, is several centuries old in each of
these languages. "Vulnerability dependence" is not new! This concept of dependence seems to be
implicit in the writings of the Stoic philosopher Epictetus. [The Discourses and Manual, trans.
P. E. Matheson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1916).]
23 This may be an overly cautious statement. Judgments as to what should be classified as
"world affairs" may differ, however, and I do not wish to quibble. In my judgment, the OED
does not contain a single example of the first meaning in the context of world affairs.
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sitivity interdependence"implies nothing about the cost of altering the
relationship.24Thus, if one finds a relationshipor its effects referredto as
"necessary,""ineluctable,""inevitable,""inextricable,"or "unavoidable,"
it is grounds for suspicion that the author has in mind a relationshipthat
would be costly to break. Likewise, if terms such as "need," "compel,"
"must," "constraint," or "Hobson's choice" are used to describe the
relationship,it seemsfair to inferthat the secondmeaningof "dependence"is
the relevantone. If "dependence"is used with referenceto "self-sufficiency,"
"autarky," or the ability of one actor to "do without" another, the opportunitycosts of foregoingthe relationshipwould seem to be the underlying
concern.
Scholarlyusage:economists
In 1972 Richard Cooper asserted that " 'economic interdependence'
normallyrefersto the dollarvalue of economictransactionsamongregionsor
countries,eitherin absoluteterms, or relativeto their total transactions."He
distinguishedthis "normal usage" from his more restrictedconcept of "the
sensitivityof economictransactionsbetweentwo or more nationsto economic
developmentswithinthose nations."25In 1973Tollisonand Willettreferredto
Cooper'ssensitivityconceptas representing"normalusageby economists."26
Withoutdisputingthe rapidprogressof the disciplineof economics, "normal
usage" would appearto changewith remarkablespeed. In 1979Marinav. N.
Whitmanreiteratedthe assertionof Tollison and Willett that "as generally
understoodby economists,the terminterdependencerefersto the sensitivityof
economic behavior in one country to developmentsor policies originating
outside its own borders."27If such referencesare taken to mean that many
economists think of interdependencein terms of the mutual sensitivityof
economic variables,they can be supportedwith evidence. If, however, such
referencesare interpretedto mean that economists since the time of Adam
Smith have characteristicallyfavored the first meaning of "dependence,"
24 "Costs" in this essay always refer to "opportunity costs." Although dependency may be
defined in terms of the costs of "breaking" a relationship, it can also refer to alterations in the
relationship short of total severance. This point is of little consequence for the argument in this
essay, however; and the terms "breaking," "altering," "severing," and "foregoing" will be used
interchangeably.
25 Richard N. Cooper, "Economic Interdependence and Foreign Policy in the Seventies,"
WorldPolitics 24 (January 1972): 159.
Tollison and Thomas D. Willett, "International Integration and the In26 Robert D.
terdependence of Economic Variables," International Organization 27 (Spring 1973): 259. This
article not only asserts a view of "normal usage" that differs from Cooper's view of "normal
usage," it even cites Cooper's article in support of this contention.
27 Marina v. N. Whitman, Reflections of Interdependence: Issues for Economic Theory and
U.S. Policy (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1979), p. 265. Also in 1979, Kenneth
Waltz concluded that "sensitivity interdependence" was "essentially an economist's definition."
[Theory of International Politics, p. 139.]
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based on contingency, rather than the second, based on need, supporting
evidenceis difficultto find.
The most importantthing to note about economists' usage of "dependence" or "interdependence"is that clarityis lacking. They rarelyoffer an
explicitdefinitionof the concept, rarelyincludeit in the index of a book, and
often omit it from dictionariesof economicterminology.
28 It has not been an
importantanalytictermfor most economists.
This is not to say that referencesto "dependence"cannot be found. In
explainingthe benefits of specializationand exchange,Adam Smith made it
clear that dependencywas a likely consequencein the sense that exchange
relationshipsinvolved benefits that satisfied mutual needs and which would
therefore, by definition, be costly to forego.29Ramsay Muir has described
Smith as having "revolutionizedeconomicscienceby workingout the theory
and Albert0. Hirschmanhas contendedthat "no one
of interdependence";30
has yet given a better picture of the nature of 'dependenceon trade.' "31
Hirschmandrew attentionto the intimateconnectionbetweenthe concept of
"gain from trade"and the conceptof dependence:
The influence which country A acquiresin country B by foreign trade
dependsin the first place upon the total gain which B derivesfrom that
trade; the total gain from trade for any country is indeed nothing but
anotherexpressionfor the total impoverishmentwhichwould be inflicted
upon it by a stoppage of trade. In this sense the classicalconcept, gain
from trade, and the power concept, dependenceon trade, now being
studiedare seen to be merelytwo aspectsof the samephenomenon.32
It should be noted that Hirschmandid not view the conceptuallinkage between "gains from trade" and "dependence"as redefiningthe latterconcept,
but rather as clarifyingit. And rightly so, for he simply provided a more
precisestatementof the secondbasic meaningof "dependence."This concept
of "dependence"in termsof the opportunitycosts of foregoingtradehas been
28 Cf. Harold S. Sloan and Arnold J. Zurcher, A Dictionary of Economics, 4th ed. (New York:
Barnes and Noble, 1961); and The McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Modern Economics (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1965).
29 An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1776), reprint ed. (New
York: Modern Library, 1937), pp. 13-16. To say that specialization and exchange create
dependency is not to say that each trading partner incurs an equal amount of dependency, nor
does it imply dependency on each trading partner. A country that increases its economic well-being
through trade becomes dependent on trade but not necessarily on any particular product or
trading partner.
30 Muir, p. 18.
31 Hirschman, p. 73.
32 Ibid., p. 18. Hirschman notes that the "gain from trade" refers to "that part of a country's
well-being which it is in the power of its trading partners to take away" (p. 19). Thus, vulnerability
is necessarily implied by this type of dependency. Ernst B. Haas overlooks this point when he introduces "vulnerability interdependence" and "opportunity cost interdependence" as two
separate concepts. They are simply different labels for the same basic concept. ["Is There a Hole
in the Whole? Knowledge, Technology, Interdependence, and the Construction of International
Regimes," International Organization 29 (Summer 1975): 861-864.]
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implicitin many economists' discussionsof internationaleconomic relations
both beforeand afterAdam Smith.33
It would be a mistake to depict Hirschman's usage as "mere trade
dependence." Although Hirschman'swork happens to focus on trade, his
explicationof the conceptof dependenceis applicableto a wide rangeof social
If the term "interaction"is substitutedfor "trade"
exchangerelationships.34
eachtimeit appearsin the previousquotation,this point will becomeclear.
To show that economists have often used "dependence"in its second
Edmond Silberner, La Guerre dans La Pensde Economique du XVI au XVIII Siecle (Paris:
Librairie du Recueil Sirey, 1939), pp. 11, 14-15, 94-95, 109-14, 173, 190-91, 195, 263 et passim;
The Problem of War in Nineteenth Century Economic Thought (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1946), pp. 54-56 et passim; Rev. T. R. Malthus, Observations on the Effects of the Corn
Laws and of a Rise or Fall in the Price of Corn on the Agriculture and General Wealth of the
Country (London: J. Johnson, 1814), pp. 22-23; R. G. Hawtrey, Economic Aspects of Sovereignty (London: Longmans, Green, 1930), pp. 103-4; Whitney H. Shepardson, "Nationalism and
American Trade," Foreign Affairs 12 (April 1934): 407; Commission of Inquiry into National
Policy in International Economic Relations, International Economic Relations (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1934), pp. 11, 103-9, 132-35; Franz Eulenburg, "International
Trade," Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, vol. 4 (New York: Macmillan, 1937), 196-200; Gottfried Haberler, The Theory of International Trade (London: William Hodge, 1936), pp. 239-40;
A. C. Pigou, The Political Economy of War, rev. ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1941), pp. 5-18;
George A. Steiner, ed., Economic Problems of War (New York: John Wiley, 1942); Hirschman,
pp. 3-81; Jacob Viner, "The Prospects for Foreign Trade in the Post-War World," Readings in
the Theory of International Trade, ed. American Economic Association (Philadelphia: Blakiston,
1950), pp. 527-28; J. B. Condliffe, The Commerce of Nations (New York: Norton, 1950), pp.
620-21; Jules Backman et al., War and Defense Economics (New York: Rinehart, 1952), pp.
113-38; William W. Lockwood, The Economic Development of Japan (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1954), pp. 384-86; P. T. Ellsworth, The International Economy, rev. ed. (New
York: Macmillan, 1958), pp. 1-3; Thomas C. Schelling, International Economics (Boston: Allyn
and Bacon, 1958), pp. 512-13; Michael Michaely, "Concentration of Exports and Imports: An International Comparison," Economic Journal 68 (December 1958): 722-23; Charles J. Hitch,
"National Security Policy as a Field for Economics Research," World Politics 12 (April 1960):
444-45; Charles P. Kindleberger, Foreign Trade and the National Economy (New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1962), pp. 143-45; Paul Marer, "The Political Economy of Soviet Relations with Eastern Europe," in Testing Theories of Economic Imperialism, Steven T. Rosen and
James R. Kurth, eds. (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1974), pp. 231-60; Jan Tinbergen et
al., RIO: Reshaping the International Order, A Report to the Club of Rome (New York: Signet,
1976), pp. 48-50; and Fritz Machlup, A History of Thought on Economic Integration (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1977), pp. 29, 53. This concept of dependence is grounded in the
logical structure of international trade theory, as Hirschman shows. Whitman (p. 157) notes that
"the idea of economic interdependence among nations has always lain at the heart of the pure
theory of international trade"; but she fails to note that it is "vulnerability interdependence" that
lies at the heart of trade theory, not the "sensitivity interdependence" which she elsewhere (p. 265)
describes as the economists' generally understood definition of interdependence. Peter Katzenstein
associates the concept of "sensitivity interdependence" with "neo-classical international trade
theory." ["International Relations and Domestic Structures: Foreign Economic Policies of Advanced Industrial States," International Organization 30 (Winter 1976): 9.] Katzenstein does not
explain the nature of the relationship; nor does he cite any "neo-classical trade theorists" to support his contention. John S. Chipman identifies Viner and Haberler as "neoclassical" trade
theorists; but, as noted above, both used the term "dependence"' in a way similar to Hirschman.
"A Survey of the Theory of International Trade: Part 1, The Classical Theory," Econometrica 33
(July 1965): 478-79.
34 Cf. Peter M. Blau, Exchange and Power in Social Life (New York: John Wiley, 1964); and
Richard M. Emerson, "Power-Dependence Relations," American Sociological Review 27
(February 1962): 31-41.
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meaningdoes not establishsuch usageas "normal";however,it does justify a
certain amont of skepticism with regard to undocumentedassertions that
''sensitivityinterdependence"representsnormalusageby economists.
Some economists,of course,have used "dependence"in its first meaning
to refer to contingent relations. Ellsworth, for example, seems to employ
"dependence" in this sense in discussing the interdependenceof national
currencies,even thoughhe seemsto use the secondmeaningof "dependence"
in discussingwhy tradetakes place.3"Machlupuses "interdependence"in the
sense of the covarianceof economic variablesmost of the time; but when
referringto the relationshipbetweennational power and self-sufficiency,he
seems to revertto the second meaningof "dependence."36And many of the
essays in a volume recentlyedited by RobertAliber apparentlyemploy "interdependence"to referto the covarianceof economicvariables.
37
In the last two decades or so, economists' usage of the term interdependencehas become so confusingthat a brief digressionfrom my main
argumentis in order. In addition to using "interdependence"to refer to
relationsthat would be mutuallycostly to forego, some economistshave used
it interchangeablywith "integration," "openness," and "mutual sensitivity."II Each of these termsrepresentsan analyticallydistinctconcept,and
none correspondsto "interdependence"in the senseof relationsthat wouldbe
mutuallycostly to break. "Openness"refersto the degreeof interactionwith
the outsideworldand is usuallymeasuredin termsof the ratioof foreigntrade
to GNP.39"Sensitivity"refersto the covarianceof economicvariables.And
"integration,"as Machlup'scarefulexplicationhas shown, has as its essential
definingcharacteristicthe degreeto which opportunitiesfor efficient division
of labor are used.40Each of these concepts has different uses and different
empiricalreferents;thus, it is desirableto distinguishamong them. This does
not rule out the possibilitythat a particularresearchprojectmight employan
operationaldefinitionof interdependencein termsof "openness";but it does
implythat appropriatequalificationsshouldbe stated.
In sum, economistshave paid little attentionto "dependence"as a scientific conceptbut have frequently-dare I say "normally"?-used the term in
its commonsensesecond meaning.I have failed to locate a single economist's
Ellsworth, pp. 2-3, 318.
Machlup, Essays, pp. 13-23; History of Thought on Economic Integration, pp. 15, 19-20, 29,
53, and 81.
37 Robert Z. Aliber, ed., National Monetary Policies and the International Finance System
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974).
38 On this point, see Tollison and Willett, pp. 255, 259-260, 267; Marina v. N.. Whitman,
"Economic Openness and International Financial Flows," Journal of Money, Credit and Banking
1 (November 1969): 727-28, 745; and Cooper, "Economic Interdependence and Foreign
Policy," pp. 159-60.
39 Henry C. Wallich, "Money and Growth," Journal of Money, Credit and Banking 1 (May
1969): 281; and Whitman, "Economic Openness," p. 727.
40 Machlup, History of Thought on Economic Integration, p. 18.
36
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work that explicitlyacknowledgesthe two basic meaningsof dependenceand
that offers reasonsfor preferringthe first meaningin a way that would even
begin to satisfy the ReverendMalthus. Indeed, conceptualanalysisseems to
have gone out of style among economists-with the notable exception of
Machlup.With referenceto the allegedpropensityof economiststo define interdependencein terms of "sensitivity," the following hypothesesmight be
considered:One is more likely to find an economist using "dependence"in
this sense: (1) the more recentthe reference;(2) in discussingmonetaryrelations ratherthan trade relations;(3) in relativelymathematicaltreatmentsof
the topic; and (4) with referenceto particulareconomicvariablesratherthan
with referenceto purposiveactors,suchas nation-states.
Scholarlyusage:internationalrelations
It is a peculiar fact of intellectualhistory that internationalrelations
scholarswritingon interdependenceduringthe last decadehavepaidverylittle
attentionto treatmentsof this topic by previousgenerationsof scholarsin the
same field. Keohaneand Nye, for example, virtuallyignore scholarlytreatments of interdependenceprior to World War 11.41 Whateverelse one might
say about the conceptof "dependence,"therecan be no doubt that scholarly
concern about its role in interstaterelations predates World War II. The
opposed concepts of "self reliance" and "dependence"are basic to an understanding of Machiavelli's The Prince.42 Defining dependence in terms of

relianceon others,of course,impliesa lack of self-sufficiency,which, in turn,
impliesthe second basic meaningof dependence,definedin termsof benefits
that would be costly for one or both parties to forego. Referencesto this
concept of interstatedependenceare found in the writingsof the early Mercantilistsas well as in the writingsof Montesquieuand Rousseau.43In the
twentieth century excellent scholarly discussions of international interdependencehave been provided by Sir Norman Angell (1914), Francis
41 Keohane and Nye, "International Interdependence and Integration," pp. 363-414. Edward
C. Morse has suggested that "the analysis of interstate interdependence begins with a central
political problem that arose in international economic interchange after World War II" [Modernization and the Transformation of International Relations (New York: Free Press, 1976), p. 1171;
but he modified this statement to apply only to "recent writings" in a later publication.
["Interdependence in World Affairs," World Politics: An Introduction, eds. James N. Rosenau,
Kenneth W. Thompson, and Gavin Boyd (New York: The Free Press, 1976), p. 663.]
42 Niccol6 Machiavelli, The Prince, trans. James B. Atkinson (Indianapolis, Ind.: BobbsMerrill, 1976), pp. 68-69, 149, 163, 171, 203, 359. Although first published in 1532, The Prince
was written about 1514.
pp. 7-122; Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The
43 Silberner, La Guerre Dans la Pensde tconomique,
First and Second Discourses (1750, 1755), trans. Roger D. Masters and Judith R. Masters (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1964), p. 36n; On the Social Con -ract (1762), trans. Judith R. Masters;
ed. Roger D. Masters (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978), p. 74n; and Charles-Louis de Montesquieu, De l'Espirit des Lois (1748), Book XX, Chap. II, cited by Hirschman, p. lOn.
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Delaisi (1925), and Ramsay Muir (1933).44All three works contain both
conceptualexplicationand empiricalgeneralizationsthat are well worth the
attentionof contemporaryscholars.
The concept of interdependence,as used by international relations
scholars,is often accusedof havinga normativebias and of beingill-defined.45
Although specific examples are rarely cited by the accusers, some could
probablybe found. Thereis little evidence,however,that scholarlydiscussions
of internationalinterdependencefrom the time of Machiavellito about 1960
were characterizedby ill-defined or normativelybiased concepts of dependency.
The charge of a normative bias in earlier conceptualizationsof interdependencerests on a misconceptionof the traditional concept of the
"benefits" of interdependenceand a failureto distinguishbetweennormative
and factualconcepts.
Keohaneand Nye objectto defininginterdependencein termsof "mutual
benefit." "In some cases," they contend, "an interdependentrelationship
may have such negativeconsequencesthat both partieswould be quite happy
to cease contact with one another entirely, forgoing any benefits that such
contactmay bring."Theycite a "tenseand rapidlyescalatingarmsrace" as an
example." The obvious question, of course, is why either party would continuea relationshipthat both would preferto end. Armsracescan be endedby
either side at any time. Human beings can always break off a social
relationship.Mass suicide is perhapsthe most extremeoption, but it is not
without some historical precedent. The point, of course, is that mutually
unpleasantrelationshipsof interdependence,such as arms races, are maintainedbecausethe likelyalternativeswould be evenmoreunpleasant.The only
reasonto continuestrategicinterdependencebetweenthe UnitedStatesand the
Soviet Union is that the alternativemight be worse. The "benefits" of interdependence,thus, are simplyanotherway of statingthe opportunitycosts
of severing the relationship. No matter how "bad" an interdependent
relationshipmay be, it is presumablypreferableto the most likely alternative.
The "benefits"impliedby the traditionalconceptof interdependence-i.e., in
its second meaning-are not definedin absoluteterms, but ratherin termsof
likely alternativesituations. Avoiding value deprivation,after all, is just as
much a "benefit" as is value augmentation.Thus, contraryto the view of
Keohaneand Nye, defininginterdependencein termsof the "mutualbenefits"
" Sir Norman Angell, The Foundations of International Polity (London: William Heinemann,
1914); Francis Delaisi, Political Myths and Economic Realities (London: Noel Douglas, 1925);
and Muir, The Interdependent World and Its Problems.
45 Edward L. Morse, Foreign Policy and Interdependence in Gaullist France (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1973), p. 51; Morse, "Interdependence in World Affairs," pp.
662-63; Keohane and Nye, "Interdependence and Integration," pp. 363, 365, 368, 376-77; and
Rosecrance et al., "Whither Interdependence?" p. 426.
46 "Interdependence and Integration," p. 367. See also a similar argument in Power and Interdependence, pp. 9-10.
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to the partiesinvolveddoes not limit it to situationsin which "the modernist
view of the worldprevails:wherethreatsof militaryforce are few and levelsof
conflict low"; and it does not excludesuch cases as "the strategicinterdependence betweenthe United States and the Soviet Union."47The "benefits" of
interdependenceshouldbe definedin termsof the valuesof the partiesand the
likelyeffects on those valuesof breakingthe relationship.If thereis little or no
effect, or if the partieswouldactuallybe betteroff, the relationshipshouldnot
be describedas interdependent.It is in this sense, and in this sense only, that
interdependenceinvolvesmutualbenefits.
The chargethat earlierconceptsof interdependencecontainedor implied
a normativebias is madeby Morse.48Althoughhe cites RamsayMuir,it is not
clear what other writersMorse has in mind. Rosecranceet al. refer to "most
students"as wishingto "use interdependencein a positivesense to see higher
interdependenceas a fundamentalforce for betterrelationsamongnations."49
Becausediscussionsof internationalinterdependenceprior to World War II
wereoften found in books advocatingworldgovernmentor disarmament,the
attribution of normative bias is understandable-but not necessarily
justifiable.
If one discounts the rhetoricand crusadingtone of this literature,the
concepts employedand the basic logic of the argumentare not usually normative.50 Sir NormanAngellused the followingstoryabout two men in a boat
to illustratethe natureof interdependence:
The boat was leaky, the sea heavy, and the shore a long way off. It took
all the efforts of the one manto row, and of the otherto bail. If eitherhad
ceasedboth would have drowned.At one point the rowerthreatenedthe
bailer that if he did not bail with more energy he would throw him
overboard;to which the bailermade the obvious replythat, if he did, he
(the rower) would certainly drown also. And as the rower was really
dependentupon the bailer, and the bailerupon the rower, neithercould
use force againstthe other.51
4 Power and Interdependence, p. 9. Even states at war may be described as interdependent if
each would prefer to continue the war relationship rather than incur the costs of ending that relationship, e.g., surrender, defeat, or mutual annihilation.
Robert W. Tucker's distinction between "positive interdependence," in which the interests of
the parties vary directly, and "negative interdependence," in which the interests of the parties vary
inversely, obscures the essential characteristic of all interdependent relations-the existence of a
shared interest in maintaining the relationship. [The Inequality of Nations (New York: Basic
Books, 1977), p. 97. Cf. Rosecrance and Stein, pp. 2-3.] Poker may be a zero-sum game, but getting enough players together to have a game is not. The players' common interest in playing poker
underlies the zero-sum game they play, just as the common interest in preserving a habitable planet
underlies seemingly zero-sum conflicts between states. For more on conceptualization of benefits,
see David A. Baldwin, "The Power of Positive Sanctions," World Politics 24 (October 1971):
23-27.
48 "Interdependence in World Affairs," pp. 662-63.
49 "Whither Interdependence?" pp. 426-27.
50 On the nature of normative inquiry and concepts, see Oppenheim, pp. 314-28.
'1 Foundations of International Polity, p. 17.
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Sir Norman drew the conclusion from this anecdote that the degree of interdependencevariesinverselywith the effectivenessof force. This story is a
remarkablyconcisesummaryof the basicelementsof the argumentspresented
by Sir Norman, Muir, and Delaisi. First, the situation involves division of
laborsinceneitherman can both row and bail. Second,exchangeis involvedin
the sensethat eachman tradeshis laborfor the other's-"I will row if you will
bail." Third, thereare mutualbenefitsof this exchangein that they both stay
alive. Fourth,each is dependenton the other in the sense that the opportunity
costs of breakingthe relationshipare high. Fifth, this reciprocaldependency
constrainseachparty'sbehaviorwith respectto the other. Sixth, dependencyis
portrayedas a ratherunpleasant"fact of life" to be enduredand adjustedto
ratherthan as a godsend to be celebrated.And seventh, Sir Norman's conclusion about the effects of interdependenceon the effectivenessof force is-a
plausible, empiricallytestable proposition. It may not be true; but it is, in
principle,falsifiable.
The arguments of Sir Norman, Muir, and Delaisi are simply amplificationsof the story of the leaky boat in terms of internationalrelations.
The processof internationalspecializationand exchangeis viewedas creating
internationalinterdependence(empiricalobservation).The worldis becoming,
or has become, so interdependentthat without world government(or disarmamentor whatever)the achievementof many values to which people now
subscribe, such as peace and economic well-being, will be impeded or
The logicalimplicationof sucharguments
prevented(empiricalproposition).52
is that if people are willingto toleratea world in which life is nasty, brutish,
and short, world governmentis unnecessary.Far from presentinga rosy
pictureof an interdependentworld, such argumentsimply that such a world
will be most unpleasantunlessappropriateadaptivemeasuresare taken-e.g.,
world governmentor disarmament.This may be mistakenor naive, but it is a
line of argumentthat is, in principle,empiricallytestable.53It is not a normative argument, and it is not based on a normative concept of interdependence.
Although Delaisi, Muir, and Sir Norman may not presenta "rigorous"
definitionof interdependence,it is quite clearwhat they mean by it. They are
using the term in the same way it had been used for centuries:to refer to internationalrelationshipsthat would be costly to break.They have in mindthe
same basic concept of dependencyas that employed by Machiavelli,Montesquieu,Rousseau,Adam Smith, and Malthus.Hirschmanand Waltzwould
lateruse the termin this samesense.
Keohane and Nye contend that interpendencehas "normally" been
52 Morse attributes to Muir the view that the growth of interdependence is a "requisite for the
abolition of interstate conflict." [Foreign Policy and Interdependence, p. 51, and "Interdependence in World Affairs," pp. 662-63.] Actually, Muir's argument is that the abolition of war is a
requisite for survival in an interdependent world in the sense that an interdependent world will be
very unpleasant unless war is abolished.
53 Neither the naivete nor the falsity of this line of argument is as obvious to this writer as it appears to some.
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defined simplyas a conditionin which eventsin one part of the world covary
with eventsin other partsof the world."4Such usage, as Duvall" has pointed
out, correspondsto the first basic meaning of "dependence"-i.e., as a
conditionalrelationship.If "normalusage" is intendedto apply only to the
last decadeor so, Keohaneand Nye may well be correct;but if a longer time
periodis considered,the validityof theirassertionis less obvious.
Internationalrelations scholars have tended to discuss dependenceand
interdependencewith referenceto self-sufficiencyand the vulnerabilityof a
state to alterationsin certain kinds of internationalrelationships,especially
trade.56 Such usage implies the second meaningof "dependence,"since, by
definition,the costs of severingtraderelationswill be lower for self-sufficient
states than for dependentones. William E. Rappardcites a ratherbizarre
example of mutual dependenceduring World War I in which the costs of
breakingoff trade were so high that two states on opposing sides carriedon
some tradewith each other.57
The work of KarlDeutschis of specialinterestsince it is frequentlycited
in discussionsof interdependence.Deutsch'swork containsexamplesof both
basic meanings of "dependence." In 1954 Deutsch referred to "interdependence"in termsof the "interlockingrelationships"arisingfrom the
"divisionof labor" between"highly specialized"politicalunits. In addition,
he distinguishedthis "interdependence"from a relationship of "mutual
responsiveness"among politicalunits that mightnot be dependentupon each
other-i.e., might be able to do without each other's aid.58 Although
Deutsch'sconceptof "mutualresponsiveness"does not corresponddirectlyto
the first meaning of dependence, his concept of interdependenceclearly
correspondsto the second meaningas elucidatedby Hirschman,Sir Norman
Angell, and Delaisi. II

5 "International Interdependence and Integration," pp. 366-67, 370. They cite Oran R. Young
as an example of this "normal" usage. ["Interdependencies in World Politics," International
Journal 24 (Autumn 1969): 726-50.] Waltz apparently agrees that this represents "common"
usage. [Theory of International Politics, p. 139.]
55 Duvall, pp. 62-63.
56 Parker Thomas Moon, Imperialism and World Politics (Toronto: Macmillan, 1926), pp.
542-58; Frank H. Simonds and Brooks Emeny, The Great Powers in World Politics: International Relations and Economic Nationalism (New York: American Book Co., 1935), pp. 63-94;
Nicholas John Spykman, America's Strategy in World Politics (New York: Harcourt, Brace,
1942), pp. 35, 270, 292-317; Quincy Wright, A Study of War, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1965), pp. 319, 367; The Study of International Relations (New York: AppletonCentury-Crofts, 1955), pp. 250, 598; Clyde Eagleton, International Government, rev. ed. (New
York: Ronald Press, 1948), pp. 8-14; and Malcolm W. Hoag, "What Interdependence for
NATO?" World Politics 12 (April 1960): 369. Cf. Joseph Dunner, ed., Dictionary of Political
Science (New York: Philosophical Library, 1964), pp. 260-61.
57 William E. Rappard, United Europe (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1930), p. 261.
5 Karl W. Deutsch, Political Community at the International Level: Problems of Definition
and Measurement (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1954), p. 37.
59 Deutsch was familiar with the work of Delaisi, Hirschman, and Sir Norman Angell, and even
cited their work in a later article. Although he criticized their empirical observations on interdependence, there was no indication of conceptual disagreement. [Karl W. Deutsch and Alexander Eckstein, "National Industrialization and the Declining Share of the International
Economic Sector, 1890-1959," World Politics 13 (January 1961): 267-69.]
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By 1966, however, Deutsch had abandonedthis earlier concept of interdependenceand was defininginterdependencein termsof the covarianceof
aspects of different systems, a usage correspondingto both the first basic
meaning of "dependence" and to the current concept of "sensitivity interdependence."60I have been unable to locate in Deutsch's writings any
acknowledgment, explanation, or justification for this shift from the
traditionalconcept of internationalinterdependenceto a fundamentallydifferentone.
In sum, contentionsthat traditionalinternationalrelationsusage of the
term"interdependence"has beennormativelybiased,that it has beenunclear,
or that it has correspondedwith "sensitivity interdependence,"are all
questionable. The works surveyed here suggest that the concept has been
reasonably clear, generally understood, factually oriented, and has
correspondedwith "vulnerabilityinterdependence."Prior to 1960 one was
reasonablysafe in assumingthat referencesto "dependency"by international
relationsscholarscorrespondedto the second basic meaningas explicatedby
Hirschman, Muir, Delaisi, and others. Since this "traditional usage" no
longer seems to be "normal," a considerationof more recenttreatmentsof
dependencyrelationsis in order.
The conceptof dependencesince 1968
The year 1968 marked the publicationof Cooper's The Economics of
Interdependence,which makes it a convenient,though somewhatarbitrary,
dividingline betweenthe old and the new "traditionalusage." Since 1968the
two basic meaningsof "interdependence"have been embodiedin works by
Cooper and Waltz. "Sensitivity interdependence,"grounded in the first
meaning, is often associated with Cooper; and "vulnerability interdependence,"basedon the secondmeaning,is often associatedwith Waltz.
Katzenstein notes that Cooper's The Economics of Interdependence "has been

central to the reformulationof internationalrelations theory attemptedby
Keohaneand Nye."61 Ruggie points out that "much of the political science
work with the concept [of interdependence]was stimulated"by this book.62
Whitmanrefersto Cooper's "now classic book," and Morse refersto it as a
"seminalstudy"and as a "classicstudyof interdependence."63
In a "classic" study of interdependence,one may expect to find some
60 Karl W. Deutsch, "Power and Communication in International Society," in Conflict in
Society, ed. Anthony de Reuck (Boston: Little, Brown, 1966), pp. 300-1. This definition is also
found in Karl W. Deutsch, The Analysis of International Relations, 2nd ed. (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1978), p. 255.
61 Katzenstein, "International Relations and Domestic Structures," p. 9n.
62 John Gerard Ruggie, "Collective Goods and Future International Collaboration," American
Political Science Review 66 (September 1972): 875n.
63 Whitman, Reflections of Interdependence, p. 161; Morse, "Interdependence in World Affairs," p. 663; and Modernization and the Transformation of Society, p. 117.
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consideration of the concept of interdependence. If there is an explicitly
labelled definition of "interdependence" anywhere in Cooper's book, however, it is well camouflaged. Although "interdependence" figures prominently
in the title, there is no index entry for "independence," "interdependence,"
"dependence," or "autonomy." At times Cooper appears to use the terms
"integration" and "interdependence" interchangeably." But at other times he
appears to use "interdependence" to refer to relationships that would be
costly to forego. Witness the following passages:

... Divergenteconomicpolicy has becomelesspossible (p. 3).
Comment: Why has it become "less possible"? Because the costs of
divergence have gone up.

[The] UnitedStates is discoveringthat itspolicies . . . must be influenced
by whathappensabroad(p. 3).
Comment: Why "must" U.S. policies be influenced? Because the costs of
autonomy are so high.
. . . International economic intercourse . . . confines the freedom of

countries... by embeddingeach countryin a matrixof constraints(p. 4).
Comment: Why are countries constrained? Because the costs of foregoing
international economic intercourse are so high.

Thecompetitivefirm, if itfinds the environmenttoo constraining,can go
out of business;the nationdoes not even have thatoption (p. 4).
Comment: Why does the nation "not have that option"? Because it
would be too costly.
Such passages, together with Cooper's frequent references to the "need" for
cooperation (p. 11), suggest that he has in mind the opportunity costs of selfsufficiency. "Mutual sensitivity" does not capture the meaning of the above
passages. Relations of "mutual sensitivity" can always be severed-except
when they are "necessary" in the sense that it would be costly to extricate
oneself or one's country from them. "Compel," "must, " "need, " and
"constraint" imply more than mere sensitivity or influence; they imply
something about the cost of one's other options.
One of the most revealing passages in Cooper's discussion of interdependence is the following:
As with marriage, the benefits of close international economic relations
can be enjoyed only at the expense of giving up a certain amount of
national independence.65
Although it is not specifically acknowledged, the concept of interdependence
as relations that would be mutually costly to forego is embedded in this
64 This point is noted by Keohane and Nye, "International Interdependence and Integration,"
pp. 401-02.
65 Economics of Interdependence, p. 4.
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passage. If the benefits of marriagecan be acquired only by a loss of independence,it follows that dissolvingthe marriagewill entail a loss of such
benefits. Cooper's explicationof the "gains from marriage"exactlyparallels
Hirschman'sexplicationof the relationshipbetweenthe "gains from trade"
and "dependency."66
Cooper'sbook is not really"about interdependence"at all, at least not if
that implies a major concernwith describingthe nature of interdependence.
That the world is highly interdependentis not so much a hypothesisto be
tested as it is an assumptionto use as a springboardfor what reallyinterests
Cooper-i.e., the policy implicationsand consequencesof interdependence.
Coopermakesthis clearat the end of his introduction,whenhe notes that "the
remainderof the book discussesthe problemscreatedby a growingeconomic
interdependenceand explores some of the possible ways for solving these
problems."67Now discussingthe natureof power is one thing; discussingits
effects is another;just as discussingthe natureof sovereigntyis one thing and
discussingits consequencesis another. Likewise,discussingthe natureof interdependenceand discussingthe problemsit createsare two separateissues.
The key to understandingthis alleged"classicstudyof interdependence"is the
realizationthat it is not about interdependence,but ratherabout the consequencesof interdependence.
Two years after the publication of Cooper's Economics of Interdependence,Waltz publishedan article disputingwhat he perceivedas a
widelyheld contentionthat internationalinterdependencewas high, growing,
and/or likely to promote peace.68 He pointed out that the cost of
disengagementfrom a givenrelationshipwas a measureof dependency.There
is no indicationin the articlethat Waltz perceivedhimself as inventinga new
or unusual concept of dependency;yet other scholarsrepeatedlycredit him
with having "proposed,"69 "developed,"70or "introduced"7"this notion.
Indeed, Waltz himself has apparentlybeen convinced, since he has recently
describedhimself as "offering" this concept as an alternativeto the "common" conceptionof sensitivityinterdependence.72
National Power and Foreign Trade, p. 18.
Economics of Interdependence, p. 22.
68 "The Myth of National Interdependence." Shortly after the publication of this article, Morse
criticized it for failure to provide an explicit definition of interdependence and depicted Waltz as
opposed to "conceptualizing international politics in terms of notions of interdependence." [Edward L. Morse, "Transnational Economic Processes," pp. 380-81.] These are puzzling charges.
Waltz's concept of interdependence as relations that would be mutually costly to break is simple,
straightforward, and clear; it is even contained in a section subtitled "The Meaning of Interdependence." The observation that Waltz objects to analyzing international politics in terms of interdependence is even more baffling. Waltz objects to the "rhetoric of interdependence" and to
certain generalizations about the magnitude and implications of interdependence in today's world;
but he does not deny the utility of the concept in analyzing world politics.
69 Tollison and Willett, p. 259n.
'?Ibid., p. 255.
71 Kal J. Holsti, "A New International Politics? Diplomacy in Complex Interdependence," International Organization 32 (Spring 1978): 518. Rosecrance and Stein (p. 2) say the concept
"comes from" Waltz.
72 Theory of International Politics, p. 139. In fairness to Waltz, it should be noted that he ex66
67
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Although Waltz does not refer to Hirschman'sNational Power and the
Structureof Foreign Trade, the concept of dependencehe "introduced"in
1970was basicallythe sameas the one that Hirschmanexplicatedin 1945.The
conceptof "gains from trade"is, mutatismutandis,just anothernamefor the
opportunitycosts of foregoingtrade.
From a conceptualstandpointthe periodsince 1968has contributedvery
little to thinkingabout internationalinterdependence.Althoughscholarsseem
to vie with one anotherto inventyet anotherdefinitionof "interdependence,"
the need for new conceptshas not been demonstrated.Conceptsand theories
developedby earliergenerationsof scholarsare often more relevantthan is
generally recognized. For example, John Ruggie lists a number of world
developmentsthat have caused students of international organization to
predict that "nation-states will have to accept a degree of international
regulationand control over their nominallydomesticactivitiesthat goes well
beyondthe situationtoday."73This, however,is essentiallythe sameargument
presentedby Muir, Delaisi, and others before World War II. When Ruggie
asks what it meansto say that these limitationson state autonomy"will have
to be accepted,"74one might appropriatelyanswer that it means that such
states are interdependent;and this, in turn, means what it has meant for the
last two, three,or four centuries-i.e., that the opportunitycosts of autonomy
are prohibitivelyhigh. Ruggie describes his application of the theory of
collectivegoods to internationalcollaborationas posing "the basicproblemof
internationalorganizationas one of nationalchoice underconstraints:that is,
giventhe structureof the contemporaryinterstatesystem,what are the general
conditions under which states, with differing objectives and different
capabilities,choose to collaboratewith others?"75This, however,is basically
the samequestionaddressedby the Englishclassicaleconomistswith respectto
foreign trade. If one substitutes"trade" for "collaborate," one has an excellentcharacterizationof internationaltradetheory.This theoryconstitutesa
powerfulconceptualtool for the studentof internationalpolitics that should
not be overlooked.It should not be necessaryto developa separatetheoryto
covereachissue-areaof internationalexchangerelations.76
Interdependence:"sensitivity"versus "vulnerability"
The distinctionbetween "sensitivityinterdependence,"defined in terms
of mutual "effects," and "vulnerabilityinterdependence,"defined in terms
of the opportunity costs of disrupting the relationship, has become
plicitly points to the correspondence between his concept of "interdependence as mutual
vulnerability" and "everyday usage" (p. 143).
7 Ruggie, pp. 874-75.
74 Ibid., p. 875.
7 Ibid.
76 The best source for broadening one's view of "exchange relations" is Blau's Exchange and
Power in Social Life. Trade is only one of many forms of exchange among countries.
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widely accepted and is usually attributed to Keohane and Nye." The
questionto be addressedhereis whetherthis distinctionshouldbe maintained,
reformulated,or perhapsrelabeled.The argumentsin favor of retentionof the
distinctionwill be consideredfirst.
The first, and most importantreasonto maintainthe distinctionis that it
differentiatesquite differentphenomena.Sensitivityand vulnerabilitydo not
necessarilycovaryto the samedegreeor evenin the samedirection.78
Second, as Duvall79 has noted, the distinction correspondsto the two
basicmeaningsof "dependence"for the last four hundredyears.It thus seems
to be more fundamental than such distinctions as "strategic interdependence,"."systemicinterdependence,"or "publicgoods interdependence."80
And third,thereis a traditionof a decadeor so of "conventionalusage,"
at leastby studentsof internationalrelations.
The argumentsagainstmaintainingthe distinctionconcernconventional
usage, the possibility of confusion, and alternative ways of making the
distinction.
The first objectionto the distinctionis that it contravenescommonusage.
As Caporaso, Waltz, Muir, and the OED have pointed out, "vulnerability
interdependence"correspondsto everydayusage, at least with referenceto
world affairs."8 Contrary to Keohane and Nye, in common parlance
"dependence"does not mean a state of being "significantlyaffected by external forces."82A person that has been "significantly affected" by the
"externalforce" of alcohol is calleda "drunk," not an "alcoholic";thereis a
difference. The Internal Revenue Service does not allow one to claim as
"dependents"everyoneon whom one has significanteffects. Whenthe "manin-the-street" refers to American "dependence" on foreign oil, he has
in mindthe opportunitycosts of doing withoutit, not the elasticityof prices.83
" "World Politics and the International Economic System," pp. 121-25. In previous writings I
have characterized this as a "useful distinction," although I have disputed some of the empirical
generalizations about the relationship between power and the two types of interdependence put
forward by Keohane and Nye. ["Power Analysis and World Politics," pp. 175-179.] What
follows constitutes a change in my position regarding the value of this conceptual distinction or at
least the labeling of the distinction. It also constitutes a modification of the view of
"interdependence" presented in David A. Baldwin, ed., America in an Interdependent World
(Hanover, N.H.: University Press of New England, 1976), p. 13.
78 On this point, see Cooper, "Economic Interdependence and Foreign Policy," pp. 178-179;
and Waltz, Theory of International Politics, p. 142.
79 Duvall, pp. 62-63.
80 These "forms of interdependence" are identified by Morse, "Interdependence in World Affairs," 666-7 1.
81 Caporaso, pp. 18-19, 24; Waltz, Theory of International Politics, p. 143; Muir, p. 1.
82 PowerandInterdependence, p. 8.
83 Those who would like to submit this proposition about the views of the mass public to empirical testing might frame questions along the following lines: "If you lived within easy walking
distance of ten drugstores, would you feel dependent on any one of them?" "If there were only
one drugstore within fifty miles of your home, would you feel dependent on it?" The "man in the
street" may not speak in terms of "the opportunity costs of foregoing a relationship," but he has
a firm grasp of the underlying concept.
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Price sensitivity of oil would not matter one whit to the man-in-the-street if he
had affordable alternative ways to heat his house and run his car. The price of
caviar in the U.S. may be "sensitive" to price changes in other countries, but
no one has suggested that America is "dependent" on caviar.
Although scholarly usage during the last decade favors retention of the
distinction, the case is less persuasive if one examines scholarly usage during
the last two or three centuries. The works surveyed earlier in this essay suggest
that "vulnerability interdependence" has a superior claim to the mantle of
conventionality, at least in international relations, and perhaps even in
economics.
A second objection to the distinction is that it is factually misleading.
Cooper identifies the problem in the following passage:
The value of trade to a country, in terms of its contribution to national
welfare [i.e., the gains from trade], may depend neither on the sensitivity
nor on the magnitude of the flows, although it is more likely to be related
to the magnitude than to the sensitivity. Indeed, value and sensitivity are
inversely related in one important respect: high sensitivity results precisely from the capacity of a country to substitute domestic for foreign
production or investment, in response to relatively small margins of
advantage; yet when such substitution is easily possible at relatively low
cost, the value per dollar of trade or investment to the country is
correspondingly diminished."4
In effect, Cooper is admitting that what he calls "interdependence" may be
inversely related to what Hirschman has called "interdependence." It is bad
enough to ignore and/or to distort conventional usage; but it is worse to introduce a concept that is inversely related to common usage.
The third, and perhaps the most telling, argument against maintaining the
"sensitivity/vulnerability" distinction is that other terms are available for
making the desired distinction. As Duvall has observed, statements about
dependence in its first sense are so broad as to be almost devoid of substantive
content; they tell us that two variables covary, but that is about all.85 Many
terms can be used to convey the idea of covariance-e.g., "influence," "affect," "impinge," "change," "induce," or "cause." It is fine for Cooper to
emphasize the importance of "the sensitivity of economic transactions between two or more nations to economic developments within those nations";86
but why call this "interdependence"? Terms like "mutual influence,9"
"mutual responsiveness," or "mutual sensitivity" convey the idea at least as
well without debasing the time-honored, and still useful, concept of
vulnerability interdependence.
In sum, there is a distinction between drug users and drug addicts, be84

"Economic Interdependence and Foreign Policy," pp. 178-79.

85Duvall, p. 63.
86

"Economic Interdependence and Foreign Policy," p. 159.
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tween drinkersand alcoholics, between being sensitive to others and being
dependenton them, betweeninfluencein generaland dependenceas a special
type of influence. It is a distinctionthat has been recognizedand understood
by scholarsand laymenalike for centuries.It is a distinctionthat the concept
of "sensitivityinterdependence"blurs, but which is capturedwith precision
and parsimonyby the Hirschman-Waltzconceptof dependence.Let us retain
the concept of "sensitivity interdependence" but change the label to
somethingless misleading,suchas "mutualsensitivity."
"Dependence" versus "dependency"

Caporaso and Duvall have recently suggested that a fundamental
distinction should be made between "dependence" and "dependency."87
Whereas "dependence" refers to "external reliance on other actors,"
"dependency" refers to "the process of incorporation of less developed
countries (LDCs) into the global capitalist system and the 'structural
distortions' resulting therefrom."88Although both Caporaso and Duvall
admit some similaritybetweenthe concepts, they emphasizethe differences.
"Dependence,"as used by Caporaso,correspondsto "commonsense" usage
and to "vulnerabilitydependence."89"Dependency,"however,has no basis
in conventionalusage, "can only be understood(i.e., its originaland intended
meaningis preserved)only within a certainbody of historical,political, and
sociologicalthought," and perhapscannotbe reducedto a conceptat all.90
All of this soundsrathermystifyinguntil one considersthe purposeof the
essaysby Caporasoand Duvall. Duvall'spurposeis to promoteand facilitatea
"dialogue" between what he calls "First World" scholars committed to
'rigorous empiricalsocial science"9'and "Third World" scholars, mostly
Latin American, committedto "dependenciatheory." Caporaso states his
purposemore broadly,but he is also obviouslyinterestedin "understanding"
dependencia theory. After stating the need to differentiate between
"dependence"and "dependency,"he justifiesit as follows:
What I am saying is that, should one want to use the concept of dependency and be reasonably faithful to the meaning of those [Latin
Caporaso, pp. 18-20 et passim; and Duvall, pp. 52-68 passim.
James A. Caporaso, "Introduction to the Special Issue of International Organization on
Dependence and Dependency in the Global System," International Organization 32 (Winter
1978): 1.
II Caporaso, "Dependence, Dependency, and Power," pp. 19, 31.
8

90 Ibid.
91 Duvall,

pp. 51-61. It is not clear who gets to claim the dubious distinction of being committed
to "lax empirical social science." Duvall names only himself, Bruce Russett, and Caporaso as
representatives of the "rigorous empirical" tradition.
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American]scholarswho in a sense inventedand contributedmost to this
line of thought,then one has to respectthe complexityin thatthought.92
This, then, is the first and most importantreasonfor defining"dependence"
and "dependency" in fundamentallydifferent ways-it facilitates understanding of the writingsof a group of Latin American scholars during the
last fifteen or twentyyears. Obviously,if one wants to understandsomeone's
discussionof dependency,it helpsto knowwhatthey meanby the term.
A second and related justification for the distinction implies that the
concept of dependencywas "invented" in Latin America;and this, in turn,
leads to the assertionthat the conceptsof dependenceand dependency"have
differentintellectualancestries."93This interpretationignores the etymology
of the two concepts. The OED clearlyindicatesthat the concepts of dependence and dependencyhavefundamentallysimilar ancestriesstretchingback
several hundred years, i.e., dependencyis the state or condition of being
dependent.
The first objectionto defining"dependency"a la LatinAmericais that it
constitutes a sharp deviation from several centuries of common usage.
admitsthis divergence,thereis no indicationthat he sees
AlthoughCaporaso94
it as a drawbackof the proposedredefinitionof "dependency."To admitthis
redefinition of "dependency," however, is to start down the proverbial
"slipperyslope." What if scholarsin the Philippinesand Russiaproposenew
concepts of "dependency?"Must we then speak of "Filipino-dependency,"
"Russo-dependency," "Latino-dependency,"and "Gringo-dependency?"
To redefine"dependency"in termsof "a certainbody of historical,political,
and sociologicalthought"is to open the floodgatesfor numerousredefinitions
based on differentbodies of "historical,political, and sociologicalthought."
It is, in short, a corruptionof language.
Corrupting conventional language, however, can sometimes be
justified-if the benefits outweigh the costs and if alternative means of
achievingthe benefits are unavailable.It may well be that a group of Latin
Americanscholarshave used the term "dependency"(or "dependencia')in a
sense that is fundamentallydifferent from the long body of common usage,
92 Caporaso, "Dependence, Dependency, and Power," p. 19. The title of the special issue of International Organization on Dependence and Dependency in the Global System can easily
mislead one as to the contents. With a few notable exceptions, this volume is definitely slanted
toward Latin America. As Richard Fagen points out, "despite the efforts of the editor to cast the
theoretical net as widely as possible . . . the bulk of the writings in this volume respond in some
fashion to. . 'the [Latin American] dependency way of framing the question of development and
underdevelopment.' It could hardly be otherwise, for the majority of authors represented here
have had their primary research experience in or on Latin America." ["A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Market: Thoughts on Extending Dependency Ideas," International Organization 32 (Winter 1978): 287.]
93 Caporaso, "Dependence and Dependency," pp. 19-20.
94 Ibid., pp. 18-19, 24. It should be noted that the divergence from common usage involved here
is not confined to English, but also applies to Italian, French, and Spanish.
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but it does not necessarilyfollow that other scholarsshouldthereforeredefine
their termsto bringtheir usage into line with these Latin Americanscholars.
We must first ask whetherthe phenomenathese authorswish to describecan
be analyzedwithoutthe conceptof dependency.The answeris almost certain
to be "yes." In the first place, the "processof incorporationof less developed
countries into the global capitalist system and the 'structuraldistortions'
resulting therefrom" can be described adequately without reference to
"dependency."In the second place, accordingto Caporasoand Duvall, the
concept of "dependency"is not an importantanalyticaltool for the dependentistas, but rather a mere "label for a body of theory."9' Unless one is
preparedto deny the well-knownhypothesisabout roses, odors, and names,it
would appearthat "dependenciatheory" can get along quite well withoutthe
conceptof "dependency."
Redefinitionof "dependency"would also violate Oppenheim'scriterion
of establishingdefinitionalconnections,sinceit wouldno longerbe possibleto
define it as a state of being "dependent."96And Malthuswould surelypoint
out the violation of his fourth rule, that new definitions must be consistent
with the remainingterms-e.g., "independence,""dependence," and "in"
terdependence.
Two additional objections to redefining "dependency"along the lines
proposed by Duvall and Caporaso are directly related to the dependencia
literature.The argument,in effect, is that understandingthis literatureis so
importantthat other social scientists-or, at least the readersof International
Organization-should change their concept of dependency.Yet the dependencia literature contains vague, contradictory,and ambiguous concepts,
objectionsin principleto preciseconceptdefinition, objectionsin principleto
generalization, and objections in principle to the criterion of empirical
falsifiability.97 The scientific advantagesof adaptinga well-knownand generally understood concept to conform with such a literatureare not selfevident.
An additionalobjection is that despite the argumentsof Caporaso and
95 Ibid., p. 22; Duvall, p. 63. Bathand Jameshavesuggestedthat "it mightbe betterto change
the namefrom 'dependencytheory'to 'linkagepolitics.' "(p. 33.)
96 Oppenheim,
pp. 303-304.
and furtherreferencesregardingthese points, see especiallythe incisive
97 For documentation
and telling critiqueby Robert A. Packenham,"The New Utopianism:Political Development
Ideas in the Dependency Literature," Working Paper No. 19, Latin American Program,
WoodrowWilsonInternationalCenterfor Scholars,Washington,D.C., 1978.See also, RobertA.
Packenham, "Latin American Dependency Theories: Strengths and Weaknesses," paper
presentedbeforethe Harvard-M.I.T.JointSeminaron PoliticalDevelopment,Cambridge,Mass.,
February6, 1974;Lall, pp. 799-810; Duvall, pp. 52-57; 68n; Caporaso,"Dependence,Dependency, and Power," pp. 22-24, 43; Cardosoand Faletto, pp. vii-xiv; FernandoHenriqueCardoso, "TheConsumptionof DependencyTheoryin the UnitedStates,"Latin American Research
Review 12 (Fall 1977): 7-24, esp. pp. 15-16; and Tony Smith, "The Underdevelopmentof
DevelopmentLiterature:The Case of DependencyTheory," World Politics 31 (January1979):
247-88.
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Duvall, it is not yet clear that the dependenciatheoristsalways use "dependency" in a sense that divergesfundamentallyfrom ordinarylanguage. In a
literatureso fraught with ambiguity,inconsistency,and vagueness,it is difficult to say with assurancepreciselywhat is meant by "dependency."It is a
safe assumptionthat those who first began to use the term in the context of
dependenciatheorywereaware,at least in a generalway, of its commonsense
denotations and connotations. Furthermore,some students of dependencia
theoryhave suggestedthat it is concernedwith asymmetricalpowerrelations.98
Since both Caporaso and Duvall" view "dependence," but not "dependency," as closelyrelatedto the standardsocialscienceconceptof power, such
interpretationsof dependenciatheorysuggestthat the conceptualgap may be
narrowerthan Caporaso and Duvall imply. Indeed, if all the ambiguities,
inconsistencies,obfuscation, and emotional biases could be eliminatedfrom
dependenciatheory,I suspectthat the LatinAmericanusageof "dependency"
might often turn out to be closer to the Hirschman-Waltzversion of the
concept that is generally supposed. Thus, Tony Smith argues that the internationaleconomicsystem"has at its disposalsanctionsfor transgressingits
basic ruleswhichare all the morepowerfulsincetheirgreatestforce comesnot
from an active threatof interventionso much asfrom a threatof withdrawal,
which would abandon these dependent regimes to civil and regional conflict... . So far as I am aware,this last point has not been madeby any of the
dependency theorists. Nevertheless, it is clearly implicit in their form of
This, of course, sounds very much like Hirschman'sconcept of
analysis."'00I
dependence, which brings us back to the special issue of International
Organization.Hirschman'sdescriptionof himself as the "founding grandfather" of dependencytheory should at least make one suspiciousof assertions that his concept of dependencyis fundamentallydifferent from that of
the dependentistas.III
Dependenceas power
Referencesto the literatureon social power'02are sparsein both the Latin
American dependencia theory and the North American literature on in98 Fagen, p. 288; Robert A. Packenham, "Trends in Brazilian National Dependency since
1964," in Riordan Rvett, ed., Brazil in the Seventies (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 1976), p. 91; T. Smith, pp. 249, 251, 282-83, 288 and Johan Galtung, "A Structural
Theory of Imperialism, " Journal of Peace Research 2 (1971): 81-117.
99 Caporaso, "Dependence, Dependency, and Power," pp. 28-29; Duvall, pp. 60-61, 65.
' Smith, p. 251.
'01 Albert 0. Hirschman, "Beyond Asymmetry: Critical Notes on Myself as a Young Man and
on Some Other Old Friends," International Organization 32 (Winter 1978): 45.
102 For references to the social power literature, see Baldwin, "Power Analysis and World
Politics," p. 161n; and "Power and Social Exchange," American Political Science Review 72
(December 1978): 1233n, 1241-42.
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terdependence.Except for the recent article by Caporasoand an occasional
passing referenceto Bachrachand Baratz, both sets of literatureare almost
bereft of referencesto the social power literature.'03Galtung asserts that
imperialismis a kind of power relationshipbut proceedsto ignore the social
powerliteraturealtogether.Packenham,on the other hand, declaresthat one
advantageof treatingdependenceas a form of power is that it "allows the
literatureon powerto teach us somethingabout what dependencymeans."'04
It is in this spiritthat the issue will be consideredhere. It will be arguedthat
dependencycan be treatedas part of a large family of social science "power
terms" without distortingthe basic common sense meaningof the term and
that such treatmentwould eliminatemuchconceptualconfusion, thus making
dependencyterms more useful tools for social scienceresearch.I will discuss
seven dimensions of power with reference to dependency relationships.
Although these dimensionsare well known to power analysts, each of them
has been virtuallyignored by either dependenciatheory or North American
writerson interdependence,and often by both. The dimensionsto be discussed
includethe relationalnatureof power, the multidimensionalnatureof power,
actualversuspotentialpower, actors' intentions,costs, power resources,and
reciprocity.

Power as relation
One of the most importantelementsof social power analysissince 1950
has been the relationaldefinition of power. Instead of defining power as a
propertyof the power wielder, it has been defined in terms of an actual or
postulated relationship between two or more actors.'05 Thus, to treat
dependencyas a power term is to imply the existenceof at least one other
actor. Thus, when an individualor a state is describedas "dependent,"the
obvious questionis, "with respectto whom?" It should be specificallynoted
that the actor on whom one is dependentmay be anotherstate or it may be a
rathervague conglomerationof other actors, such as "other countries," "the
restof the world," or "the internationalcapitalistsystem." 106
103 Peter Bachrachand Morton S. Baratz, "Decisions and Non-Decisions:An Analytical
Framework,"American Political Science Review 57 (September1963):632-42; and Caporaso,
"Dependence,Dependency,andPower,"pp. 27-31.
104 Packenham,
"Trendsin BrazilianNationalDependency,"p. 91.
105 The term "actor" can referto groupsas well as individuals.
The actordoingthe influencing
is usuallycalled "A," while the actor being influencedis usuallycalled "B." On the relational
definition of power, see Harold D. Lasswelland AbrahamKaplan,Power and Society (New
Haven:YaleUniversityPress, 1950);HerbertA. Simon, "Notes on the ObservationandMeasurementof PoliticalPower," Journal of Politics 15 (November1953):500-16; Dahl, "TheConcept
of Power," pp. 201-15;DorwinCartwright,"Influence,Leadership,Control,"in JamesMarch,
ed., Handbook of Organizations (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1965), pp. 1-47; and James N.
World,"International Security 1 (Fall
Rosenau,"Capabilitiesand Controlin an Interdependent
1976):32-49.
106 Cf. Caporaso,"Dependence,
Dependency,andPower,"p. 29.
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Poweras multidimensional
Power relationshipsvary on manydimensions.Some of these dimensions
are essentialto specifyinga powerrelation,whileothersaresimplyusefulways
to distinguishone kind of power relation from another. Thus, a complete
descriptionof a powerrelationwould includewho is tryingto get whom to do
what, by what means, where, when, how, at what cost, with what degreeof
success, and so on; but a minimumspecificationof a powerrelationrequires
less detail. There is general agreementin the social power literaturethat a
minimum specification of a power relation must include both scope and
domain.107 The implicationof this multidimensionalcharacteristicof poweris
that the same actor can be simultaneouslystrong and weak-e.g., powerful
with respectto some scopes of some actors and weak with respectto other
scopes of other actors. The same state may be strongwith regardto deterring
nuclearattackon its homelandby othernuclearstatesbut weakwith regardto
"winningthe heartsand minds"of ThirdWorldpeoples.108
Dahl has taken an unambiguousposition on the importanceof specifying
scopeand domain.
Any statementabout influencethat does not clearlyindicatethe domain
and scope it refersto vergeson beingmeaningless.Whenone hearsthat A
is highly influential,the properquestionis: Influentialover what actors
with respectto what matters?The failureto insist on this simplequestion
often leads political observers astray. 109

The samecould be said about statementsof dependency.Whenone hears
that a nation-stateis highly dependent,the properquestionis: Dependenton
what actorswith respectto whatmatters?The UnitedStatesmay be dependent
on Saudi Arabiawith respectto oil, but it is not dependenton Saudi Arabia
with respectto StrategicArms LimitationsTalks. Discussionsof dependency
relationsin worldpoliticsseldomspecifyscope and domain. No singlechange
in scholarlywritinghabits would bring a more dramaticimprovementin the
clarityand precisionof such discussionsthan the practiceof specifyingwho is
dependenton whomwith respectto what.
In addition to scope and domain, power relations vary in weight or
amount.This dimensionconcernsthe degreeto whichA causesa changein the
1" For our purposes
probabilityof B's behaviorwith respectto a given scope.
the importantimplicationof this dimensionis that powerbecomesa matterof
degree. Dahl has labeled the tendencyto ignore variationsin the degree of
power as "the lump-of-powerfallacy."111Likewise, one might identify the
107
Lasswell and Kaplan, pp. 75-76; Robert A. Dahl, Modern Political Analysis, 3rd ed.
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976), pp. 29-33; and Jack H. Nagel, The Descriptive
Analysis of Power (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975), p. 14.
108 Baldwin, "Power Analysis and World Politics," pp. 162-75.
109 Modern Political Analysis, p. 33.
110
Power relations can also affect B's attitudes, beliefs, or policies as well as his behavior. I am
using the term "behavior" loosely to refer to all such outcomes. Cf. Nagel, p. 29.
Modern Political Analysis, p. 26.
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"lump-of-dependencefallacy." In each case differencesof degreeareignored,
and arbitraryand misleadingdichotomiesare introduced."2Dividing all the
states in the world into the dependentand non-dependent,while ignoring
differingdegreesof dependencyamongstates, is likelyto obfuscatemorethan
it clarifies.113
Actual versuspotentialpower

The distinctionbetweenactual and potentialpower is essentialbut often
confusing.114Both are relationalconcepts in that one refers to actual social
relationswhile the other refersto potentialsocial relations;and both vary in
scope, weight,and domain.The primarydifferenceconcernsthe motivationof
the actualor potentialpowerwielder.The distinctionallows for the common
phenomenonof unusedpowerresources;an actormay havethe abilityto get B
to do X but lack the desireto do so.
The distinction between actual and potential power is helpful in understandingdependencybecause vulnerabilitydependenceimplies potential
powerbut not necessarilyactualpower. Thus, Hirschmanhas recentlyargued
that dependentcountriesmay be able to offset their disadvantagein termsof
potential powerbecausethey are more stronglymotivatedthan the dominant
country.115In a similar vein, Holsti has pointed out that one of the strong
points of Keohane and Nye's Power and Interdependence is that "it does not

researchers,
assume, as do dependencytheorists,dependency-as-vulnerability
and many traditionalinternationalrelationsscholars, that disparitiesin economic capabilitiesor vulnerabilitynecessarilylead to inequitablebargaining
I agreewith Holsti's assessoutcomes, much less to permanenthierarchy."116
ment.
Intentions

In addition to motivation, the role of intentions in power relations is
relevantto discussionsof dependency.Thereis some disputeamong students
of social poweras to whetherthe exerciseof powermust alwaysbe intentional
This disputeneed not be addressedhere;
on the part of the power wielder.117
Cf. Lall, p. 803.
Cardoso and Faletto (p. xii) argue that there is "little sense in attempting to measure 'degrees
of dependence.' " Duvall (p. 56) implies that if dependency is conceived of as a "situation," it
cannot be a matter of degree. This seems contrary to common usage, however, since we often refer
to "situations" as "good or bad," "pleasant or unpleasant," "political or nonpolitical,"
"dangerous or safe," and so on, all of which are matters of degree.
114 Nagel, pp. 172-74; and Cartwright, pp. 7-8.
112
113

"15

"BeyondAsymmetry,"pp. 47-48.

Holsti, p. 520. Italics mine.
11
Cartwright, pp. 10-11; Nagel, pp. 12-34; Dennis H. Wrong, "Some Problems in Defining
Social Power," American Journal of Sociology 73 (May 1968): 676-77; and Felix E. Oppenheim,
" 'Power' Revisited," Journal of Politics 40 (August 1978): 597-601.
116
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but the possibility of unintendedor undesiredinfluence should be noted.
Dependencyimplies somethingabout the vulnerabilityof B to an influence
attemptby A, but it implieslittle or nothingabout the desiresor intentionsof
A. The dependenceof B on A may or may not be the resultof A's preferences.
Indeed, A may be rather unhappy with the situation. If some states find
themselvesdependentin some respectson other states, it does not follow that
this situationis attributableto the preferencesof the dominantstates."I8The
dependencyof childrenon their parentswith respectto livelihoodis probably
caused more by biology and society than by the preferencesof the parents.
Conceptsof powerthat allow for the possibilityof unintendedinfluencemay
be more useful to the studentof dependencyand autonomythan other power
concepts.
It is also possible for the intentionsor preferencesof A to influence B
without any specific attempt by A to make this happen-and perhapseven
without A's awarenessthat it has happened! This phenomenon, known as
"the rule of anticipatedreactions," refersto situationsin which "one actor,
B, shapes his behavior to conform to what he believes are the desires of
anotheractor, A, without havingreceivedexplicitmessagesabout A's wants
or intentions from A or A's agents.""'9"Anticipatedreactions" could be
helpfulin understandingdependencyrelationsin which the dependentactor's
behavior is modified despite the absence of any explicit demand by the
dominantactor. Thus, if Japanwere dependenton SaudiArabiawith respect
to oil, it might modify its position on the Arab-Israelidispute without any
explicit request or demand by Saudi Arabia. Some things "go without
saying." Likewise,someinfluenceattempts"go withoutmaking."
Powercosts
The conceptof cost is particularlyrelevantto analyzingdependency,since
dependencyimpliesthat the opportunitycosts of foregoingthe relationshipare
high. If state B must forego warmhomes, fully employedfactories,adequate
transportationsystems,and highlivingstandards,whenstateA stopsexporting
oil, state B is dependenton state A for oil. If, on the other hand, state B can
easily get its oil elsewhereor if it is indifferentto warm homes, etc., it is not
verydependenton stateA with respectto oil.
Caporasonotes Emerson'sdefinitionof dependence:
The dependenceof actor B upon actorA is 1) directlyproportionalto B's
motivational investment in goals mediated by A, and 2) inversely
III In TheSocialContractRousseauexplicitlypointedout the disadvantages
of dominance:"If
one of two neighboringpeoplescould not do withoutthe other, the situationwouldbe veryhard
for the formerand verydangerousfor the latter.In sucha case, any wise nationwill veryquickly
tryto relievethe otherof its dependency"(p. 74n).
119 Nagel, p. 16. There is a rich scholarlyliteraturetreating"anticipatedreactions," which
couldbe usefulto studentsof dependency.For a thoroughdiscussionandbibliography,see Nagel.
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proportional to the availability of those goals to B outside the A-B
relation.120
Caporaso points out that "a full specificationof the structuralexistenceof
dependence. . . wouldinclude:1) the magnitudeof B's interestin or desirefor
a-good (x); 2) the extentof control of x by anotheractor A; and 3) the ability
of B to substitutefor x or B." Althoughboth Emersonand Caporasoprovide
useful explications of dependency relations, both are compatible with
describingsuchrelationsin termsof the magnitudeof the opportunitycosts of
severing the relationship. Indeed, the latter concept subsumes all of the
components identified by Emerson and Caporaso.121If one seeks a parsimoniousway to explaindependencyrelations,it is difficult to improveupon
the idea of the opportunitycosts of breakingthe relationship.
Another reason the concept of costs is helpful in treatmentsof dependencyis that policy alternativescan be discussedmore sensibly.Discussionsof
dependencyoften portraythe dependentactoras "havingno alternatives,"or
as having "alternativesclosed off." "This kind of rhetoric," as the Sprouts
observe, "never means what it appearsto mean. The statesmanalways has
When someonesays that the United Stateshas no alternative
alternatives."122
to importingoil or that Canadahas no alternativeto tradingwith the United
States, they really mean that alternativesinvolve costs that the parties are
unwilling or unable to pay. Clearerunderstandingof dependencyrelations
would be achievedif alternativerelationsweredescribedas more or less costly
ratherthanas existentor nonexistent.
Power resources

The concept of power resources has generated much confused and
tautologousthinkingabout powerrelations.123Sinceit has been suggestedthat
dependencycan be viewedas a type of power resource,warinessand caution
are in order. Power resourcesare usually defined as the means by which one
actor can influencethe behaviorof other actors.124By definition, then, those
120
Emerson, "Power-Dependence Relations," p. 32, paraphrased in Caporaso, "Dependence,
Dependency, and Power," p. 21. Caporaso and Emerson use "A" to refer to the dependent actor
and "B" to refer to the dominant one. In the quote I have reversed this usage in order to maintain
congruence with the more common practice in the social power literature.
121 Emerson (p. 32) notes the similarity between opportunity costs and the possibility of alternative relations but does not recognize that B's motivational investment is also subsumed by the
concept of opportunity costs. The magnitude of the opportunity costs to B of breaking a relationship with A varies directly with the magnitude of B's desire for the good or service involved. Thus,
"cornering the market" for brussels sprouts is not likely to be a very effective way to make others
dependent on you.
122 Harold Sprout and Margaret Sprout, Toward a Politics of the Planet Earth (New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1971), p. 98.
123 See Baldwin, "Power Analysis and World Politics," pp. 163-75.
124 Cf. Dahl, Modern PoliticalAnalysis, p. 37.
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with the most powerresourceswill have the most potentialpoweror abilityto
get others to do things they would not otherwisedo. If possession of such
resourcesdid not give one the ability to influence others, they would never
have been classified as power resources in the first place. Thus, most
statementsthat "explain" variationsin the distributionof potentialpowerin
terms of variationsin the distributionof power resourcesare tautological.I25
Since power resourcesoften go unused, however, it is not tautological to
explainvariationsin the distributionof actualpowerin termsof variationsin
the distributionof powerresources.
Keohane and Nye suggest that "a parsimoniousway to conceptualize
diverse sources of power-and thereforeto explain distributionsof powerresourcesamong actors in worldpolitics-is to regardpoweras derivingfrom
patternsof asymmetricalinterdependencebetweenactorsin the issue-areasin
Caporasocites this passageby
which they are involvedwith one another."126
Keohane and Nye as identifying one of the "two primary links between
dependenceand power."127 The difficultywith this positionis that patternsof
interdependenceare definedin termsof two basic dimensions,one of whichis
the relativepower resourcesof the actors.128 Thus, to some extent, at least,
distributions of power resources are being "explained" in terms of
distributionsof powerresources.
The idea of regardingB's dependenceon A with respectto x as a power
resourcefor A can be interestingand useful, but only if we are carefulto avoid
tautology. If dependencyis defined in terms of the magnitudeof the opportunitycosts of severingthe relation,then-by definition-A has the ability
to inflict costs on B. If the abilityto inflict costs on anotheractoris considered
a measure of potential power, then all dependency relations are power
relationsin the following sense: To the extent that A can make B go without
oil by severingthe relationbetweenA and B, A has potentialpower over B
with respectto the consumptionof oil. This is preciselywhat it means to say
that B is dependenton A with respectto oil consumption.
It does not follow, however, that all statementslinking dependencyto
powerare tautologies.Althoughdependencyrelationsare a form of influence
125 I refer to "most" rather than "all" such statements because some avoid tautology in a
technical sense by excluding one or two items-usually "skill" or "bargaining ability"-from the
list of power resources. Skill is similar to other power resources in that it may not be used in some
situations. Parents who play games with their children, for example, rarely use all the skill they
possess. Since skill is obviously one of the means by which an actor can influence the behavior of
other actors, its arbitrary omission from the power resource category should at least be explained.
Dahl admits that skill could be treated as a power resource, but his only explanation for not
treating it as such is that "it is generally thought to be of critical importance in explaining differences in the power of different leaders." The same could be said, of course, for a number of
other power resources. [Robert A. Dahl, "Power," in International Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences, vol. 12 (New York: Free Press, 1968), 409.]
126 "World Politics and the International Economic System," pp. 122-23. Italics added.
127 "Dependence, Dependency, and Power," p. 28.
128 Ibid.; and Keohane and Nye, "World Politics and the International Economic System," pp.
122-23.
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relations,'29it is quite possible, and even probable,that one form of influence
can serveas the basis (or powerresource)for a differentform of influence.30
Thus A's ability (potentialpower)to make B go without oil can serve as the
basis for A's influenceon B with respectto other activities.SaudiArabia, for
example,mightuse its abilityto make Japanreduceits oil consumptionas the
basis for influencing Japan's position on the Arab-Israelidispute. The effectivenessof an explicitor implicitthreatto cut off Japan'soil supplyunless
it withholdssupportfor Israelis likely to be greaterif Japanreallyis dependent on the threat-issuingstate with respectto oil. A threatby Egypt to stop
exportingoil to Japan would probablynot be very effective as a means of
changingJapanesebehavior.
The propositionthat dependency(specifiedas to scope and domain)can
serveas a powerresource(specifiedas to scope and domain)is usefuland nontautologous.As long as one is carefulto specify scope and domain, tautology
can be avoided. The foregoingargumentssuggestthat dependencyis simplya
particulartype of potentialpowerrelation.
Variationsin the fungibilityof powerresourcesare also a frequentsource
of confusion. In general,politicalpowerresourcesare muchless fungiblethan
economic power resources.'I' Any particulareconomic power resourcecan
usuallybe convertedinto anotherkind of economic power resource.Money,
as a highlyliquid mediumof exchangethat also servesas a standardof value,
facilitatessuch resourceconversions.In the politicalrealm, however,thereis
no close counterpartto money;therefore,it is much more difficult to convert
one kind of power resourceinto another. This lack of fungibilityof political
power resources, together with the multidimensional nature of power
relations,increasesthe probabilitythat an actormay controllargeamountsof
potential power with respectto some scopes but relativelysmall amountsof
potentialpowerwith respectto other scopes. Thus, a nation may be powerful
with respectto deterringnuclearattackbut weakwith respectto gettingone of
of the UnitedNations.
its citizenselectedSecretary-General
If therewerea standardizedmeasuringrod in termsof whichthe powerto
deterattackcould be comparedwith the powerto secureforeignaid, political
poweranalysiswouldbe mucheasier-almost as easy as economicanalysis.
Dependencyposes a similarproblemin that a state can be dependenton
anotherstate with respectto culturalenrichmentor industrialmachinerybut
may not be dependentwith respectto militarysecurityor oil. Caporasonotes
the questionof whether"dependence"is to be regardedas an "issue-specific
129 Lasswelland Kaplan(p. 84) define a "form of influence"as a "kind of influencerelationship specifiedas to base value and scope." (It shouldbe noted that in this essay I am using the
terms"influence"and "power"interchangeably.)
130 A table in which Lasswelland Kaplan(p. 87) portrayedvarious forms of power is often
of the
criticizedfor listing poweras a powerresource(base value). This is a misinterpretation
table. The point that Lasswelland Kaplanwere makingis that "powerover some valuesoften
constitutesthe conditionfor influenceor poweroverothervalues"(p. 86).
13' Baldwin, "Power Analysis and World Politics," pp. 163-75; "Money and Power"; and

Dahl, Modern Political Analysis, pp. 32-35.
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concept or a multi-issue 'net' property," but fails to face up to its implications.'32He apparentlybelieves the issue has been resolved, however,
since later referencesdepict dependenceas "net relianceon others."'133
His
observationthat "our uncertaintyabout a 'net' figureis in part an uncertainty
about the facts" misses the essential point-i.e., that the uncertaintyis
inherentin the natureof the problem.No amountof fact-gatheringwill enable
us to overcomewhatCatlinhas calledthe "supremedifficulty" of a scienceof
politics-i.e., the absence of a political counterpartto money.'34Caporaso
implies that the problemcan be solved by Harsanyi'sutility analysis, which
Caporaso views as converting "power" from "a series of observed
measurementreadings, registeredin quantities representingamount [i.e.,
weight] of power, scope, and extent [i.e., domain]" into a "generalized
productionfunction."'35This, however, is tantamountto a game of "let's
pretend."It is easy to "solve" the problemof comparingdifferentscopes of
dependencyor powerby imagininga politicalcounterpartto money, but it is
not veryhelpful.
To the extent that one is concernedwith economic dependency,money
may be a useful measurefor comparingdependencyin one issue-areawith
dependencyin another issue-area. Difficulties arise, however, when dependency involves costs that are not easily measuredby money. When costs are
political, psychological,or cultural, there is no generallyagreed-uponcommon denominatorof value in terms of which they can be measuredand
compared.While some kinds of dependencyrelations are easy to compare,
othersare not. As Dahl has remindedus, "the problemof how to 'add up' an
actor's influence with respect to different scopes . . . has proved in-

tractable."136 To treat "dependence"as a "net" concept is to run head-on
into this intractableproblem.
Reciprocity
Reciprocity is a possibility in both power relations and dependency
relations.II Neitherpower nor dependencyis inherentlyasymmetricalif that
term is meant to rule out mutual influence or dependence.States may be
"Dependence, Dependency, and Power," p. 20.
Ibid., p. 22.
134 G. E. G. Catlin, The Science and Method of Politics (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1927), p.
251 (italics mine). Blau (pp. 94-95) points out that "in contrast to economic commodities, the
benefits involved in social exchange do not have an exact price in terms of a single quantitative
It is essential to realize that this is a substantive fact, not simply a
medium of exchange....
methodological problem." For detailed discussions of the implications for political analysis of the
absence of a political counterpart to money, see Baldwin, "Money and Power"; "Power and
Social Exchange"; and "Power Analysis and World Politics."
135Caporaso, "Dependence, Dependency, and Power," p. 31.
136 Modern Political Analysis, p. 34.
137 For discussion and further references on this point, see Baldwin, "Power and Social Exchange."
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simultaneouslydependent on each other with respect to similar kinds of
scopes, such as culturalenrichment,militarysecurity,tariff levels, standards
of living, or recreation.States may also be simultaneouslydependenton each
otherwith respectto differentkindsof scopes.Thus, stateB may be dependent
on state A with respectto oil; but state A may be dependenton state B with
respect to food. Wrong uses the term "intercursivepower" to describe
situations in which the control of one person or group over another with
respectto a particularscope is "balanced" by the control of the other in a
different scope.138

In a stable social relation(wherethere is a recurrentinteractionbetween
the partiesratherthan interactionconfinedto a singleoccasion)a pattern
may emerge in which one actor controls the other with respectto particularsituationsand spheresof conduct-or scopes, as they have often
been called-while the other actor is regularlydominantin other areasof
sitiuatedactivity. Thus a wife may rule in the kitchen,while her husband
controlsthe dispositionof familyincome.
Of course, whetherruling over the kitchen "balances" ruling over the
dispositionof family income depends on whose wife one has in mind! One
wife may view such a situationas "balancingout"; anothermay not. A wife
who regardsruling over the kitchen as lower in status and importancethan
rulingover the checkbookis likelyto view the situationdescribedby Wrongas
"unbalanced."Similarly,stateA may dependon stateB for rawmaterialsand
foodstuffs, whilestate B dependson stateA for manufacturedgoods and technology, a situation that could be labeled "intercursivedependency."Some
states may view this as "balanced"dependency,but others may regardit as
"unbalanced."
Conclusion
This essay concludesas it began, with a review of Oppenheim'scriteria
for judgingscientificconcepts.
1. Operationalization.In explicatingthe concept of power, Dahl noted
that to define it "in a way that seems to catch the central, intuitivelyunderstoodmeaningof the wordmustinevitablyresultin a formaldefinitionthat
is not easy to apply in concrete research problems.

. .

. In practice, the concept

of powerwill have to be definedby operationalcriteriathat will undoubtedly
modify its pure meaning."'139 The same could be said about "dependence."

Both the concept of power and the concept of opportunity costs involve
counterfactual conditions, and this makes both concepts hard to
operationalize.Since opportunitycosts are the basic definingcharacteristicof
138

Wrong, pp. 673-74.

139

"The Concept of Power," pp. 202, 214.
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dependence, at least in its second meaning, the difficulty also applies to
researchon dependency.140This is an awkwardsituation;but then, no one has
everseriouslysuggestedthat poweranalysisor dependencyanalysisis easy.
2. Definitionalconnections.By this criterionthe dependencyanalysthas a
potentiallyeasier task than the power analyst. In the English language, at
least, thereis no verbform of the word "power";but "dependency"has one,
along with several closely related and potentially useful semantic cousins:
"dependent," "dependence,""independence,"and "interdependence."All
of these terms share the underlyingintuitivenotion of relationsin which the
opportunitycosts of severanceare high (low in the case in "independence")
for at least one of the actors. Such a family of relatedtermscan providethe
dependencytheoristwith a useful vocabularyas long as the underlyingconceptualunityis preserved.
3. Factual connections. Defining interdependencein terms of mutual
sensitivitymerelydrawsattentionto the fact that one thing affects another,a
fact that is obvious and can be establishedwithout the concept of sensitivity
interdependence.Defining interdependencein terms of opportunity costs,
however,directsattentionto "certainfeaturesof the subjectmatterwhichare
of theoreticalimportancebut often not readilyapparent."I'4'
Counterfactual
conditions, such as the opportunitycosts of altering a relationship,are an
examplepar excellenceof facts that are not readilyapparent.
4. Not precluding empirical investigation.Defining power and dependencyin termsthat allow for variationsin scope, weight,and domainmightbe
viewed as necessitatinga "pluralist"view of social relationsas opposed to a
view emphasizingmonolithicpower structures.Such is not the case. Insisting
that power and dependencyrelations be specified as to scope, weight, and
domainallowsfor thepossibilitythat the pluralistsmightbe right, but it does
not prejudgethe truth or falsity of their position. If, indeed, dependency
relations do not vary significantly in scope, weight, or domain, this will
become apparentand will provide support for the monolithic dependency
structureposition.142
5. Ordinarylanguage.The main body of this essay has emphasizedconventionalusage, especiallywith respectto the "sensitivity/vulnerability"and
"dependence/dependency"distinctions. The most salient weakness in the
literatureon these distinctionsis the complete absence of any work that (1)
acknowledgesalternativedefinitions, (2) treats unnecessarydeviationsfrom
common usage as an undesirablecharacteristicin scientificconcepts, and (3)
considers both the costs and benefits of introducinga new distinction or
redefining an old concept. If one's definition diverges significantly from
140 Caporaso's
admissionthatwithonly one exception"a seriousexplanationof counterfactuals
was not takenup" by the contributorsto the specialissueof InternationalOrganizationis, in effect, admittingthatthe heartof the matterwasvirtuallyignored.["Introduction,"p. 11.1
"' Oppenheim,"TheLanguageof PoliticalInquiry,"p. 305.
142 The weaknessof the position of Cardosoand Faletto is that their approachprecludes
empiricalinvestigationof certaindimensionsof dependency(pp. viii-ix). Cf. Nagel,pp. 5-6, 177.
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conventionalusage, it is not enough to make one's definitionclear; nor is it
enough to note the divergence.It is not even enough to cite advantagesof
one's own definition. One must show that these advantagesare not offset by
accompanyingdisadvantagesand that alternativemeans of achievingthese
allegedadvantagesare eitherunavailableor less acceptable.It is a formidable
hurdle; and it should be, in order to prevent needless debasementof the
language.If thereis a single scholarlywork on "sensitivityinterdependence"
or on "dependency" as the process of incorporatingthe less developed
countriesinto the global capitalistsystemthat meetsthese requirements,it has
not yet come to the attentionof this writer.
6. Opennessof meaning. Scientificconcepts must be allowed to evolve
and shouldneverbe fixed for all time, but this does not relievescholarsof the
need to justify new definitions.The traditionof using the second meaningof
dependence in discussions of international and transnationalrelations is
hundredsof years old. Although I believe this concept of dependenceis still
enormouslyuseful, I am preparedto accedeto any reformulationsthat are in
accordancewith basic principlesof scientificinquiry. However, there is not
much to be said in favor of simply "drifting" into new definitions of
"dependence."Instead,let us choose our conceptsin accordancewith clearly
specifiedcriteria,suchas those set forth by Malthusand Oppenheim.All those
genuinely committed to scholarly communication-whether they are
behaviorists,empiricists,formalmodelers,conservatives,liberals,Marxists,43
mercantilists,or whatever-should share an interestin the explicationof the
conceptof interdependence,whichhas bornesucha heavyanalyticalburdenin
recent years. One does not have to agree with Adam Smith, Hirschman,or
Waltzin orderto use the conceptof dependencetheyexplicated.
Understandinginterdependenceis no mere semanticexercise.Unless the
inhabitants of this shrinking planet improve their understandingof interdependenceand its perils, mankind'ssurvivalis endangered.Conceptual
analysiscan help by clarifyingthe nature of interdependence,but it cannot
answer questions regarding the magnitude, rate of change, direction of
change, or consequencesof interdependence.Only empiricalresearchcan do
that. The importantthing is not to lose sight of what we are talkingabout as
we employ our necessarilyimperfectoperationaldefinitions of the abstract
conceptof interdependence.
143 The concept of interdependence used by Karl Marx
seems to correspond with that used by
Adam Smith, Montesquieu, and Rousseau. Cf. Karl Marx, The Communist Manifesto (1848),
reprint ed. (Chicago: Henry Regnery, 1954), p. 14; Walter C. Clemens, Jr., The U.S.S.R. and
Global Interdependence (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 1978), p. 1; and R. N.
Berki, "On Marxian Thought and the Problem of International Relations," World Politics 24
(October 1971): 101-4.

